Episode 74 – You’re Not Supposed to Be Here, I Haven’t Changed Alonso
Christine: Welcome to Sidepodcast Episode 74 ‐ You're not supposed to be here, I haven't changed Alonso. Coming
up today we discuss the lemon that is Valencia, the shambles that is Ferrari and the inconsistency that is the FIA.

Intro
Me: Somehow we've been roped in to doing another live show. (http://sidepodcast.com/2008/08/25/you‐know‐
were‐going‐to‐talk‐about‐it/)
Christine: I don't know how it happens.
Me: I don't think the last one was good enough to warrant a second live show.
Christine: It was a bit long.
Me: Yeah it was a bit long and windy. We're gonna keep this one nice and tight, because we know what we're doing
now.
Christine: Really?
Me: We're professionals.
Christine: Really?
Me: So we're going live and we're doing a live race show. Let's get on with it.
Christine: Yes, I said let's not do race shows but apparently we are.
Me: Well last week you promised there is no way in the world you have time to do so many, but there is a bank
holiday weekend in the UK.
Christine: That's true.
Me: So we've got extra time.
Christine: Yeah. Let's get on with it.

Good Week / Bad Week
Christine: It's been a good week for BMW as they've released their findings of the KERS incident investigation. They
said that no one was in any serious danger and that they've also uncovered some other problems along the way.
The reports been given to the FIA and will also be provided to the other team at the next working group meeting.
Me: Yeah, the best thing about the story is the fact that they couldn't find a human willing to test this regularly.
Christine: What? Yeah I'll go and have an electric shock.
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Me: So before they can ...
Christine: Me please!
Me: Before they could test this problem they had to invent a human test machine. Which would simulate ...
Christine: To pretend to be human
Me: Yeah, which would simulate what the human does when it grounds an electrical signal to earth. So that was the
first problem they had to work out but I do like the fact that they're gonna share this information with the FIA and ...
Christine: ... with the other teams
Me: ... and with other teams which is really important, because there is a lot of consternation between teams about
which type of KERS system they are gonna go with. So presumably BMW are actual gonna announce this to all the
other teams which system they've decided on.
Christine: They might be giving away some secrets in the process.
Me: Wnusual but commended.
Christine: Yeah. It's been a bad week for paddock regulars, as according to Brad Spurgeon he heard of fifteen people
that had things stolen from them cameras broadcasting equipment all kind of things being stolen by people profiting
from F1 in the area. (http://formulaone.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/08/24/robbery‐in‐valencia/?scp=1‐
b&sq=brad+Spurgeon++Robbery+in+Valencia&st=nyt)
Me: If Valencia are looking to take the race away from Catalonia they're gonna have to concentrate on more that
just getting the race track right. I know that it was a very last minute thing and that they were really pushed for time
to get everything right but something like petty crime should be on top of their list in order to keep visitors coming
back and it's not a really good show if people involved in the sport don't wanna come back again.
Christine: Yeah, I mean we've got some other things to mention later in the show but there seem to be a few
organisational issues that they couldn't quite get right.
Me: Yeah and that was just one of many but a very serious one.
Christine: Hm. It's been a good week for sporting action because Max was keeping out of the limelight. You'd think
he would be there given that it is a brand new event at Valencia but he wasn't.
Me: No, normally I'm sure, had that thing not happened at the beginning of the year, he would have been there and
he would have been on show, however, it was Ed Gorman who pointed this out Max is not around at the moment,
neither is his spin‐doctor Richard Woods, both appear to be on holiday and as a result there is no politicking and as
you put it there is no intrigue no machinations and no talk of crisis and no debates on ethics of the people in the
leadership. (http://timesonline.typepad.com/formula_one/2008/08/something‐missi.html)
Christine: So we were just watching racing.
Me: It basically got back to the racing.
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Christine: Excellent.
Me: Sans Max and by the look of it better for Formula One.
Christine: It's been a bad week for Force India as Grandprix.com are reporting that there might be tensions there.
Firstly obviously they are not doing as well as they might like and Colin Kolles and Mike Gascoyne have different
ideas on the way forward also they are saying that half the Force India camp think the drivers should do better while
the other half say they are allowed to get away with the mistakes because they are pushing so hard. The article
doesn't really quote any sources or list any background but it wouldn't be a surprise if it was true.
(http://www.grandprix.com/ns/ns20696.html)
Me: At the beginning of the year they had some really lofty ambitions of getting into Q2, which considering how far
back they were last year, I think was setting the standards a little bit too high and I'm not sure that you can blame
anybody other than over‐enthusiasm for that. And it would be a shame if anybody had to go as a result of it just
because the bar was set very high they didn't attain what they wanted to attain and maybe some people are now
gonna get chopped as a result.

Qualifying
Christine: So we're been talking about Valencia for weeks and weeks and forever...
Me: Yap
Christine: … and we kinda built it up a bit too much and it didn't live up to the greatness.
Me: It started off well I thought. I thought Friday was good.
Christine: Really?
Me: I enjoyed the Friday sessions. It was a bit manic. Cars that weren't expected to be at the top were at the top. It
was dusty. The track was green and a little bit slow, but Friday started well and then …
Christine: Yeah, I think …
Me: … it went downhill.
Christine: I think it was weird because on Friday it was like the action was good and the track really didn't look that
great and then by then by the end of the weekend the track was OK but the action wasn't. It kinda flipped.
Me: Yeah, and it wasn't a lot to look at. It was very grey. Alonso got confused which corner he was driving, which is
slightly worrying. We couldn't really follow it from corner to corner.
Christine: The only corner I really recognised was the bridge, obviously, and the lime green building which was my
favourite.
Me: Yes near the end. You did like the lime green building and I'm not surprised because it was basically the only
significant …
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Christine: It was the only recognisable landmark.
Me: Yes absolutely and the rest of it was more concrete more catch fencing. It was a nice wide track and they did a
reasonable job in turns of keeping it smooth and making it easy for the drivers to get around. Lots of run‐off and that
sort of thing. I don't know. We did big it up a lot and it didn't live up to expectations, did it?
Christine: to try and help with working out witch corner is which, we played a little game didn't we?
Me: It was the usual .. yeah it was the Friday afternoon fun.
Christine: yeah
Me: Which was name the corner .. this week .. name the corner after the popstar who was named after a food.
(http://wiki.sidepodcast.com/page/Naming+Corners)
Christine: Yeah, I'm not quite sure how it started. Did someone call a corner meatloaf or something and then we
were like well let's name them after musician or unless we name them after food or after musicians named after
food.
Me: And if you're listening to the enhanced podcast now, Alianora went one better and took all the names that we
came up with …
Christine: … all the suggestions …
Me: … all the suggestions and assigned them to actual corners on the track.
Christine: Brilliant
Me: I think it works really well. And drivers who struggle to remember corner names I think they should take a look
at this map. I think this could be the future of Formula 1.
Christine: There are a couple like: Swedish Vegetables. I've never heard of that band.
Me: Well you're not gonna forget a corner called Swedish Vegetables, are you?
Christine: No that's true. I think the organisers need to have a look at this and sort it out.
Me: Yes. I think we're on to something. We've actually discovered something unique in the livecommenting. And
maybe in the future we should do that for all corners especially turn 8 in Turkey. We need to think of a good name
for that.
Christine: We've mentioned earlier about some Valencia organisational headaches. There was a man on the track, at
least one man.
Me: Yes. In two sessions in fact. He was drunk. The guy we saw on video .. he wanted to get across the track.
Christine: He seemed a bit angry...
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Me: Yes.
Christine: ...when they wouldn't let him on to the track with the really fast race cars.
Me: Yes. The organisers should be replemented for letting that happen. Given the height of the catch fences,
presumedly he sneaked through at one of the marshal posts and presumedly they were not paying attention. That is
not acceptable in a modern day Formula 1 track for that to happen and it's not gonna endear themselves to Bernie
for allowing it to.
Christine: No I mean the bit we saw on TV it was one guy he wasn't actually on the track yet. He was on the run‐off
area but it took three security guards to stop him.
Me: Yes.
Christine: And he shouldn't even been there in the first place.
Me: Alex says on the live comments .. he asks the question: Was it the same guy? ‐ I don't know.
Christine: I don't know.
Me: I think in the second session it was more than one, So I would imagine it was a lot of inebriated people hanging
around the Spanish track on the hot Friday afternoon.
Christine: I also noticed that there was a lot of litter. Because I saw some stuff blowing across the track and I
thought: Oh that's a bit weird. I've not really seen that before. And then in the race Kubica said that a white plastic
bag flew under his car and he couldn't steer for a couple of corners so that's really bad.
Me: Is the anything they can do to stop that though?
Christine: Well I don't know. I mean in Silverstone there was lots of rabbits and you can understand why you can't
control wildlife. But surely you can control rubbish.
Me: I imagine because it's enclosed and the crowd look very close to the edge of the race track. Some of their
rubbish is more likely to get nearer to it.
Christine: That's true.
Me: Whereas in Silverstone we were a long way away from the track and none of our rubbish .. you couldn't throw
anything to get anywhere near the circuit.
Christine: That's true.
Me: It might be one of the dangers of street racing.
Christine: But I've never seen anything like that in Monaco.
Me: Not quite that bad. That's true. That's very true. Maybe because it was the Docks that's quite a dirty area. Taking
a lot of rubbish in and out and it's more susceptible to debris ending out on the track.
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Christine: Renault were up to their usual game. Well I say usual they've done it twice now.
Me: And what was that?
Christine: Going really slowly.
Me: Right.
Christine: I mean .. I still don't really understand why, because if it's to do with their tyres it doesn't really seem to be
helping them that much.
Me: It didn't at all, did it? Certainly in qualifying they didn't do any better as a result of going around the track
incredibly and dangerously slowly.
Christine: Yeah, I mean the lap time was like 1: 38ish and they were doing lap times of 2 minutes and more.
Me: Yes. It's totally unacceptable, especially on a street circuit where there are blind corners. It's quite narrow
Christine: Yeah, a new one.
Me: Yeah it's a new track where people don't know at times where they are.
Christine: You just said it was wide five minutes ago.
Me: [laughs]
Christine: Now it's narrow.
Me: It's narrower than say Malaysia for example.
Christine: The point is the barriers are quite close.
Me: Yeah. You have drivers going around that don't know what corner they are on and coming across a slow moving
car like that is incredible dangerous. And what's amazing is that Alonso managed to pick up a fine crossing the
pitlane entry, which was a first as far as either of us could remember. Yet they didn't get fined for driving very
dangerously smack in the middle of the race track.
Christine: I can't believe that they are allowed to do that again. Why hasn't it been noticed or picked up from last
time?
Me: Yes. It can't be that great an idea because obviously all the other teams would have seen what they were doing
at the last race and if it were such a great idea they would have all done it.
Christine: Well it isn't. Because it's not showing any results.
Me: No it isn't.
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Christine: I don't know why they keep doing it.
Me: Someone's come up with an idea that that's a good way to get the performance out of the tyres, either
consistency or something over one lap and they looked at the data and decided that that's what they wanna do so
that's how they're gonna go about it. And to hell with anybody else.
Christine: It can't be giving them that much reliable data though …
Me: No.
Christine: … in terms of laps. Because they are not setting a proper laptime how do you know?
Me: That's a good point. They are actually wasting a lot of their set‐up time there and that did show in qualifying.
Christine: Talking of drivers not getting enough practice, Trulli was sat out for most of the session.
Me: On Friday and almost .. well pretty much the whole of the one‐hour‐session on Saturday morning. He missed it
all didn't he? Major problems with the back of his car and he had to take Glock's set‐up in qualifying. Is that right?
Christine: I think so.
Me: And what a job he did.
Christine: Well considering that he had no practice, didn't know the track and had to take someone else's set‐up. I
think that is quite impressive.
Me: Brand new circuit. He did a fine job in qualifying. Ten out of ten for that. I heard a rumour on Friday, I may have
picked it up from Radio5live ‐ I'm not sure, but because it was a new track and Ferrari are the head of the field
effectively in terms of garages, they got to pick which end of the pitlane they could be in. Now I don't know if this is
true and maybe someone on livecomments ...
Christine: That can't be true.
Me: I don't entirely know how the garages get arranged, because sometimes Ferrari in the first pit garage and
sometimes in the last one.
Christine: Really?
Me: And someone has to make that decision at some point and I don't know if they actually gave that decision to the
team.
Christine: I thought they were always in the first one, near the end of the pitlane.
Me: The last one.
Christine: The last one then yeah. The one near the exit.
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Me: I think sometimes they're in the first one and I'm not too sure if this is true and whether or not they got to
choose. And the question is if they did get to choose, did they choose the wrong one, which we come back to later
when we talk about Massa. But I am curious if anybody knows in the livecomments whether or not they actually said
.. Lou said that 5Live did say that. She heard it too
Christine: That's weird.
Me: I vaguely remember at the back of my head it must have been something they were saying and I didn't make too
much of a note of it and no one else has confirmed it but did Ferrari get to choose that and if so did they choose it
wrong?
Christine: Also just before qualifying started Charlie Whiting announced that they're gonna move pole position,
'cause apparently the right‐hand‐side of the grid was better,
Me: It was a last minute decision but it was the right decision. Wasn't it?
Christine: Yeah, it seems a bit weird though because he said he'd been watching practice and decided that it would
be better to be on the right‐hand‐side, which is fine, but that is why he went to watch other races that took place
there. It seemed all very last minute.
Me: I guess he took all the information into account because the GP2 race and GP2 qualifying happened before then.
Possibly he saw how the cars got of the line and he saw they'd actually assigned it to the wrong side of the grid and
then decided to change it last minute, which he's allowed to, that is in the rules. He does have the ability to do that
at any point on a new track and he made that decision and told to the teams just in time.
Christine: We thought they may have to repaint the whole grid or something, but actually they were a bit smarter
than that.
Me: It was a little bit clever, what they did was that they just skipped the first pitbox so no cars ended up on the first
one. The first car was what was meant to be position two and two was in three, three was in four all the way back. I
guess there was some spare grid slots on the back …
Christine: … which is lucky.
Me: … which is lucky. I guess for races with more cars in the field.
Christine: Well they must have planned to maybe have 22 when they started.
Me: But luckyly they didn't run out of grid slots and the race continued as usual and the person on pole position
actually got the better line and that was the right way to go.
Christine: Whilst Free Practice was quite exciting in the end Qualifying worked out how it always does. The only
interesting thing about qualifying was how good Torro Rosso were.
Me: Yes they were excellent all weekend. We were expecting something a bit more mixed up based on Friday and
Saturday but it turns out really the top teams ended up at the top and the order was more …
Christine: Massa on top.
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Me: Yes I thought Williams did quite well, they made a bit of a comeback, but yeah credit to Vettel and also Bourdais
didn't do too bad a job. Although he did have a car advantage.
Christine: It was his best qualifying position ever. So I think that's pretty good.
Me: Yeah first time into Q3.
Christine: Both Torro Rosso's into Q3.
Me: Bourdais decided not to go for a run, which was a shame because they obviously decided to fill the car up and
stay in the garage.
Christine: I think he went out once.
Me: Hm but nothing competitive.
Christine: But he didn't try anything major. So in the end it was Massa on pole, but if you were James Allen you
wouldn't have realised that.
Me: No you would have assumed that he wouldn't be and then you would have made the call just a little bit early. To
everyone who hasn't or who wasn't subjected to ITV's …
Christine: who was lucky enough not to have to watch ITV
Me: We might have a sample of this and hopefully no one will complain that we're playing it.
[Begin Audio Clip]
James Allen: And Hamilton provisional pole the chequered flag has fallen and what is this time gonna be for Felipe
Massa who drives for the line now. Can he take pole positioooooooooooon? No he can't oh yes he can. He gets it on
the final breath 1:38 ..
[End Audio Clip]
[giggling and laughing]
Christine: That makes us laugh every time.
Me: And they cut that out didn't they when they replayed it on the race day.
Christine: That's interesting. Because they didn't cut it out on the online highlights but when they did the highlights
on the TV again and when they repeated it in the race build‐up they cut it out, which is wise I think.
Me: How embarrassing. Can he get it noo ...yes.
Christine: No he can't oh wait yeah he did.
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Me: That's hilarious.
Christine: I just think he wasn't paying attention really.
Me: He wasn't paying attention all weekend. Let's be honest and, you know, he called it wrong. So we laugh at him.
Nooo – yes.
Christine: We need to take a short break now while we laugh at that but we will be back where we talk about the
race and read your feedback.
[Begin Jingle]
“Drop.io is a place for people to get together and share links, files, images and audio. Visit drop.io/sidepodcast for
Formula One related submissions gathered by us and you to share with other like‐minded individuals. If you found
something that you think we should see be it an excel spreadsheet, pdf‐document or an embed from another site post
it to drop.io/sidepodcast and while you're there take a look around there is always something new.”
[End Jingle]

The Race
Christine: This week I managed to get away without predicting anything for the race. Yay!
Me: You didn't?
Christine: I didn't predict anything no.
Me: I let you off.
Christine: Yeah.
Me: How did that … ?
Christine: You didn't know. You asked and I didn't tell you.
Me: You didn't put your neck on the line.
Christine: No.
Me: We did get some predictions. I saw them.
Christine: We did. Well you predicted Kovalainen for the win.
Me: Right.
Christine: Which was a bit odd.
Me: Hmm yes. I was lucky with him last race.
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Christine: Oh yeah. I see. And you also had Vettel in the Top 3.
Me: Optimistic.
Christine: Which would have been brilliant.
Me: We've had a lot of lucky podiums this year, but it wasn't meant to be, was it?
Christine: Well actually saying that my favourite prediction was from Dom because he had Räikkönen then Massa
and then “insert backmarker” for third.
Me: Wow. So he was thinking lucky podium all around then.
Christine: Yeah anyone would do. Mostly people had Massa on top, a few Hamilton and Räikkönen was up there as
well.
Me: Okay, we did have a voicemail from Jordan in Canada, however I couldn't edit it properly for some reason. It was
a little bit problematic to edit but he did say he had Kimi and ahh.
Christine: He had Räikkönen Kovalainen and Kubica.
Me: Yes all the Ks.
Christine: Yes. There is really not so much to say about the racing action. There wasn't that much going on.
Me: On track.
Christine: On track.
Me: No. Very little in the way of overtaking. There was one manoeuvre from Mr. Coulthard and that was pretty
much it in terms of cars passing other cars.
Christine: I think Button might have overtaken someone right at the beginning.
Me: Did he?
Christine: I don't know.
Me: I may have possibly missed that. No accidents, no safety car.
Christine: No.
Me: Nothing dramatic at all really.
Christine: There was very little going on in terms of strategy. We had I think Glock was one‐stopping maybe a couple
of others. Nothing exciting there.
Me: No.
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Christine: There was no issues with the tyres. I mean it was Bridgestone's 200th Grand Prix, they made a big fuss
about that, but who even noticed the tyres?
Me: Well right at the very beginning we looked to see who was on softs and who was on hards. In fact I think only
one guy …
Christine: Rosberg
Me: … Rosberg was on the supersofts everyone else took the same tyre, because it was the right tyre choice. The
other compound didn't really have any detrimental effects on the racing or any problems for anybody.
Christine: Didn't make any difference.
Me: So we didn't care.
Christine: There were only a couple of incidents as well. Nakajima run into the back of Alonso.
Me: That was a pretty big incident for the parties and crowds attending the race.
Christine: On the very first lap only a few corners in, Alonso was out.
Me: Yeah, I'm amazed that the crowd didn't just up and leave. Like they did when we were in Catalonia. Remember
when his engine blew?
Christine: Yeah.
Me: The grandstands emptied. And that didn't happen, presumedly because it was so near the beginning of the race,
but it was a huge disappointment for everybody who turned up.
Christine: He seemed quite philosophical about it though. I mean it wasn't his fault so he couldn't do anything about
it.
Me: Well it was his fault in that he didn't qualify up at the front where he would have been safer. He qualified badly
and he paid the price for that. Cooling the tyres didn't help, the car wasn't fast enough, he didn't put in a good
enough lap and then he paid the price for it in the race.
Christine: Sutil crashed into the tyre barriers. Not really sure what happened he just sort of lost control went into the
barrier. He said, in his post‐race press quote, he said that the barriers were just too close.
Me: Damn at those people who made the track.
Christine: I would say that he was just too close to the barriers, but whatever.
Me: [laughs] No one else found the barriers too close, did they? Never had that from anyone else. Just him.
Christine: The only other retirement was Räikkönen, whose engine blew up on the home straight.
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Me: Spectacular.
Christine: Second race in a row, with an engine blow‐up.
Me: Yeah did they pre‐empt that? Did they know that was going to happen?
Christine: I don't know.
Me: He didn't have an awful lot of pace all race. Had they been conservative in terms of the revs he was running?
Were they extra cautious? Did it not like, he was following Kovalainen really closely, did it not get enough cool air?
Christine: It could be. Could be a number of things. I mean it was quite hot and it was quite dusty.
Me: Presumably they found the problem that happened to Massa's car in Hungary, they wouldn't have been able to
fix Räikkönen's, due to the fact that it was his second race.
Christine: He would have got a penalty.
Me: So they would have had to live with whatever problem built within it and maybe they knew it was going to
happen. Maybe it was always going to happen.
Christine: Yeah and that came after a disastrous pitstop where he ran over a mechanic.
Me: And where we're putting the blame, well Ferrari are putting the blame on Kimi for that one.
Christine: Yeah so what happened was: He and Kovalainen came in to pit at the same time and they were racing for
position so Räikkönen was keen, keen to get out in front and he just jumped the green light, his little traffic light
system instead of a lollipop.
Me: I thought he was overly keen apart from the obvious fact that he went too soon, the Ferrari guys looked to be
doing a better job. I mean Kovalainen hadn't even left his pitbox at that point and he should have actually managed
to jump him had he not been too eager to get away.
Christine: He probably would have done had it all gone smoothly.
Me: ITV put an awful lot of blame on the traffic light system that Ferrari use and they said that it is not a suitable
system and they should have a lollipop and …
Christine: Yeah, I mean it is an automated system but there are human beings behind it and there is an overwrite
system as well and so you've gotta say that Räikkönen, we saw him jump the lights and so it would have worked if he
had done what he's supposed to do.
Me: And if there was a lollipop man in the way he may have run down the lollipop man too.
Christine: The team seemed quite keen to blame Räikkönen as well.
Me: Yeah they don't protect their drivers in the same way that you might find Ron at McLaren protecting theirs and
are certainly keen to portion blame where it is due.
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Christine: Yeah Domenicalli was asked whether the traffic light system was too complicated and he said: “I don't
think so to be honest, when there is a red light, it's a red light.”
Me: That's all there is to it.
Christine: Yeah.
Me: Driver is at fault and we're not gonna protect him and that is fair enough. He did wrong and there is nothing
wrong with their traffic light system.
Christine: The mechanic suffered I think a fracture in his left foot and he was complaining about back problems. He
was taken to hospital but he seems to be okay.
Me: It looked really bad.
Christine: It looked awful. It looked a lot worse than that but he seems to be okay and apparently his first words
were: “I'm really sorry.” Which just breaks my heart really,
Me: What for?
Christine: Wasn't his fault. I think we'll talk about the second pitstop issue in a second, but I just wanted to say that
McLaren didn't seem to be quite as racy as we were expecting. I mean Hamilton just seemed to settle for second.
Me: Yes.
Christine: He never really seemed to fight for it.
Me: There is a certain …
Christine: Obviously he wasn't well as he said, but I think maybe the strategy wasn't there.
Me: There is a certain amount of paranoia within that team about safety cars and the fact that their race might get
screwed by an untimely … well a call from them …
Christine: We were all expecting one.
Me: Yes, so there were right in some ways not to let Lewis run right down to empty tanks, but I think it may have
denied him the opportunity to catch up and then potentially pass Massa in doing that. If they brought him in when
he still had some excess fuel on board, he possibly may have lost out there.
Christine: We've put it off long enough, now we have to talk about Massa and his pitlane calamity.
Me: It's the controversy of the race, isn't it?
Christine: To be honest it kind of made the race interesting.
Me: Yes because without it there was very little to be happy about or to cheer about or really to talk about.
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Christine: He was released into the path of Sutil in the Force India.
Me: This is down to the traffic lights again. This is the guy with the overwrite not doing the overwrite.
Christine: They avoided an incident but it did look particular dangerous and the stewards said they would investigate
then they said they would leave that decision until after the race and when it came finally, it was about an hour after
the race I think, it was a fine for Ferrari and a reprimand and that was it.
Me: What's your take on this?
Christine: Well I only have two things to say. One: I want to know the reason that they delayed it. They haven't said
why and I want to know why they couldn't decide in the race. Because for anyone else they would have decided in
the race surely. For any other incident, you know, drive through penalty something like that.
Me: Agreed
Christine: And I think Brundle said that the rules were if it was in the last five laps, if an incident happened in the last
five laps, then they could delay it. And the second thing is I just don't think it's right that a race finishes and you don't
know who the winner is.
Me: No, I think we said this before.
Christine: I think we said this last year when the championship ended and we didn't know if Räikkönen had won or
not.
Me: Yes the cold fuel saga. I was completely .. well it was unusual. I don't think they've ever done .. I don't think the
stewards ever made that decision for an incident like this in the past. However we have seen cars race each other
side by side coming out of the pitbox several times this year and nothing has even been mentioned about it.
Christine: There is an argument that this pitlane is particularly small. The entrance and the exit are quite narrow.
Me: Okay but that's a fault with the circuit as opposed to any of the team's faults.
Christine: Then they did, I think in GP2, they did fine a couple of people or gave them a penalty.
Me: In GP2 for a similar incident they actually gave them a time penalty, which is what we would have expected. But
again that didn't happen in the race, that happened afterwards.
Christine: Seems a bit inconsistent.
Me: Very inconsistent. One thing that I was gonna mention, that Flibster just brought up in the live comments, is
that in the end of the race Massa was quick to blame Sutil.
Christine: Didn't he say that blue flags apply in the pitlane as well.
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Me: He just made up some kind of nonsense along the line of: “He was behind me, he was lapped in the race and
therefore he should have let me by.” Which is complete nonsense, however I did think at the time it was quite PR‐
savvy from the guy.
Christine: Yeah, quick thinking.
Me: He didn't drop himself in it to the press there was no more questioning to be thrown at him when he comes up
with an answer as ridiculous as that. So I thought it might have been a good curve‐ball to throw at press people
when you throw up an argument so plaintive ridiculous that nobody in the world is gonna believe it, there are no
more questions to ask , you just go: “well you're an idiot” that's the end of it. So I thought it was kinda PR‐savy from
Massa in that respect.
Christine: It seems that they suddenly got really really stringent, on their regulations, that we've never seen before.
Me: Yes and they started clamping down on it all of a sudden when for seemingly no reason at all and it's gonna get
them in a whole heap of trouble. It's a bit like .. the only thing I can liken it to is in football, which we don't tend to
talk about very much, but occasionally ...
Christine: Oh dear! I'm out of my depth already.
Me: Yeah me too. But occasionally in football if a referee makes a bad decision early on in the game he then has to
stick with that bad decision for the rest of the game. And it kinda felt like that happened. They made a bad call on
the Friday to reprimand Alonso and fine him.
Christine: And then they had to be …
Me: It just cascaded out of control they were like: “Oh no we've done this now we got to do this, now we got to do
this., now … Oh goodness me!” And the suddenly come Sunday you're in a whole heap of trouble because you
started penalising people for the most minor misdemeanours and that's where you end up. And the FIA looks stupid,
the stewards look stupid, the sport looks stupid. It looks biased towards Ferrari. It is biased towards Ferrari. let's be
honest and no one comes out of it looking good. It only caused more arguments and controversy.
Christine: The only people that gain are the people who get the money from the fines.
Me: Yes, obviously the got their quids in this weekend. So expect more of it in coming races.
[Sweeper]
Me: Online, we've got Skype fixed, it's working and on the line we have Mr. Alex Andronov from SofaF1.com. Hallo
Alex.
Alex Andronov: Hallo guys.
Me: Your are live to the world.
Alex Andronov: Very exciting.
Christine: Welcome to Sidepodcast.
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Me: Okay Alex, if we can ask you first of: the incident between Massa and Sutil. In the pitlane there is obviously
many personal, many F1 personal, moving around. There is a number of safety implications of cars running into
other cars in the pitlane. The rules and the penalty dished out, the rules and the penalty dished out to Ferrari in this
incident doesn't really discourage the kid of dangerous activity we saw of releasing one car in front of another. So do
you think the fine is large enough and what do you think can be done to increase the safety in those kind of
scenarios?
Alex Andronov: Well I don't think it's large enough. I think it is really dangerous obviously. Especially Valencia is
quite a narrow pitlane, it seemed to me. Yeah I mean in those kind of situation you think it does set a dangerous
precedence. Any team could very easily just want to pay the fine to get the driver out ahead.
Me: And take the risk.
Alex Andronov: And that seems a bit naughty.
Me: What can be done in order to discourage that. Now that they've set this fine and obviously they're their own
ruling body so they can easily just go back on that at any given point. But do you think this is now going to be a
standard for cars getting released? Do you think it's going to encourage the activity and what can they do, now that
the FIA has essentially made this mistake as we see it, what can they do to make matters better now?
Alex Andronov: Well actually the easiest thing to do is to say: “We didn't have a rule in place before but we should
have done and from here forward what we should do is have this new penalty.” And this will be whatever it is and a
much stronger penalty. We can't retroactively do it because it doesn't look from what I've seen there was anything
on the statute book.
Me: No.
Alex Andronov: … what they should have done in this situation. So maybe they'll just say, you know: “Going forward
it's a ten place penalty or a … I think actually the best thing to do would be to dock the teams points because it's
really the team's responsibility about being released. I don't think it's Massa's choice to go down. So something like
that and just say that that's what we're going to do from here on out.
Christine: It's interesting that they've only just come up with this rule though. Because obviously pitlanes have been
around for a long time and drivers have always been trying to get ahead of each other. But only suddenly it's become
a problem.
Me: If you were a teamboss, especially if you were a teamboss that didn't work for Ferrari, what would you be …
Alex Andronov: I would be Flav.
Me: [laughs] What would you be doing next? What would be your next move? Could this be something for the
technical working group to bring up at the next meeting? Would you complain to the FIA? Is it worth doing anything
given their standard point when it comes to Ferrari?
Alex Andronov: We know that the team of course have their new body that the set up. I think you can go there,
except the only problem is of course that Luca Monte.. whatever his name is, is in charge of it, so there is absolutely
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no chance that anything would be done I guess. I mean you really have to go to something like a technical working
group, because it is not controlled by Ferrari.
Me: Does it seem to you as if the FIA essentially has become a moneymaking machine with the amounts of fines
they dished out over the weekend. Because they dished out a fine for Alonso going into the pitlane, we've got a
number of fines for the GP2 drivers.
Christine: Hamilton was late, wasn't he? He got a fine.
Me: Hamilton was what two minutes late to a press conference? Well fair enough he crossed the line, there is a line
and he crossed it and the same thing happened to Räikkönen, but it's almost as if every rule now is designed to
generate the FIA money as opposed to either improve the sport or punish the team or the drivers.
Alex Andronov: Yeah the money side has seemed to have come out a lot more this season and it's kinda surprising, I
mean I really think the teams don't care about that, so it can only be, the only motivation I can see is that they want
to make money out of it. The only penalties that the teams and the drivers respect are points related things or
drive‐through penalty related things. And if they do that kind of money thing it will never really have the effect that
they are intending. It will just make them money.
Me: The original cause of this problem with Massa and Sutil was the Ferrari lollipop system lighting …
Christine: It's not a lollipop It's a traffic light.
Me: Yes sorry. The replacement of the lollipop system, whereby there is a manual overwrite guy who gets to release
the car when he sees another car coming down the pitlane. In the past this worked really well. We've commended
them several times for holding the car, for holding the Ferrari when several cars come down the pitlane. In this
instance the guy wasn't paying that much attention.
Christine: I think when it first came out we were all in favour of it.
Me: Yes, we thought it might be a good idea.
Christine: It won't be based on a lollipop
Me: Although interestingly none of the other teams that had time to copy it have decided to go down this route.
They've all gone .. they all stuck with their lollipops. Do you think it's an unsafe system Alex? And do you think there
is improvement to be made? Should it be banned in the rules? And should it be there is a man with a lollipop
physically stood in front of the car preventing it from going anywhere?
Alex Andronov: Well I don't think it really works even with a lollipop, that's the thing. People will drive past their
lollipop guy just as easily to to a certain extent and I think this is the same thing as Christine was saying earlier on
about how we had this people driving along each other in the pitlane for a long time, we had this traffic light system
for what is it eight month. That's probably wrong, but we've had it for quite some while and it's not really had any
problems but then, I guess, with the pitcrew under pressure, I think they may have been worried about with the
Massa thing and they were concentrating on that and maybe there was something there that could have been .., or
maybe it was just Kimi having a bad day. We could easily blame this, but I am not sure if it really makes any
substantial difference to the way it works. I think it probably is just slightly safer weirdly. It just failed this time.
Because it's human error.
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Christine: I think it looked worse because of the Räikkönen thing as well, but in that case it was Kimi's fault, not the
traffic lights because he went early. But it made it look as if they had a really bad weekend in terms of traffic light.
Me: Why do you think that none of the other teams have implemented that system Alex?
Alex Andronov: Well I don't know, I mean it's probably quite difficult to do. And I think as Ollie's just said on the live
comments both systems have their flaws, so I suppose maybe the teams are just thinking it's really difficult to make
that much of an upside and it hasn't magically made Ferrari much faster so maybe it's not worth pondering on.
Maybe it's something to sort of leave for a bit and let it bed in. See if there are any issues.
Christine: Although you have to be really careful when taking ideas of Ferrari, don't you?
Me: [laughs] Yes, yes. You do hand out with quite hefty fine if you borrow ideas from Ferrari. Maybe that's why
people are wary. One thing that does come to mind is before the pitlight system was introduced Ferrari had a
lollipop which had a mirror on it.
Christine: They did.
Me: I don't know if you remember that. I think it was for Michael to actually look at his rear tyres. However if there
was a mirror on the lollipop, Massa would have had a chance to see Sutil coming down the pitlane. Now we may still
have gone, because he is in a race, maybe there should be a TV screen in front of them or hanging from the pit entry
in order … so the drivers have more idea what's going on behind them in order to make a more educated decision on
whether or not they should go.
Alex Andronov: I don't know, I think a lot in the last year, maybe this year and last year, the drivers are so used to
being told exactly what to do all the time, they are not really paying attention to what's happening right in front of
them really. This comes back to maybe Lewis crashing into the back of Kimi and things like that and Massa missing
the red light last year I think it was, things like that where they're listening to what the teams are telling them and so
expecting it to be right and not actually concentrating to what's happening right in front of them. They are sort of
just expecting things to be working and I'm imagining with this orange light, it's supposed to be go from orange to
green quite quickly because they never normally use the guy in the pit right behind him so maybe he, that was with
Kimi, maybe he just thought: “Oh it's definitely go green now, I go.”
Me: “I'll take the risk.” Yeah.
Christine: There is another side to this as well because the teams are so quick to defend, well not in this case with
Kimi, but generally they are very quick to defend their drivers and make it a team thing, The driver doesn't need to
take responsibility for anything. He doesn't need to have that power.
Me: No they share it.
Christine: It's always a team thing, so …
Me: Yes, Ollie just pointed out in the comments that that does mean too many people have too much responsibility
at least at the moment it's one guy who has the responsibility which is the guy with the overwrite or the guy with the
lollipop and if you put the call in the hands of the drivers then it's between two people, to make that call, to make
that decision. It could be too much information if you gave them that charge.
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Christine: Unless you gave the responsibility completely to the driver.
Me: And said: “you have to look to see what's behind you”, give them some way of seeing what's in the pitlane when
they make that call. That could be possible. So that was the most talked about point following the Valencia GP. I
understand that you disagree with me in terms of whether or not it was a great place to have a race Alex and I think
it was a bit of a letdown, a bit of a disappointment. What's your take on the whole weekend? The race, the
atmosphere and Valencia in general?
Christine: The track.
Alex Andronov: I mean it wasn't as exciting as perhaps it maybe .. it could have been, as maybe we all hoped it was
going to be. So maybe it was a letdown as you said then. I think versus a lot of the new tracks we had recently in the
last few years maybe Turkey aside, I think it was really quite an interesting place to go. I think we all kinda got lolled
into thinking this is gonna be this absolutely amazing amazing place and we all sort it was gonna really really cool,
but actually is was still a lot more interesting to see some other stuff going on in long shots and other stuff than it is
to see a bit of desert as you do on other places.
Me: Right.
Alex Andronov: And I think that maybe it was an interesting place. I know there wasn't so much overtaking as we
like and all these other things. I just thought it was .. it had a bit of something different.
Me: Do you think a port is a good place for a Formula 1 race? Because I was looking at it in a negative way, seeing all
the cranes and essentially the large ships and the cruise ships in the background and it didn't seem like a picturesque
place to hang out. On the other hand it is unique. Are you saying it might be as good to be different? It's good to
have change every now and then?
Alex Andronov: Yeah I mean I think it is interesting to have change. They can't all be the same. And I do think, there
was a comment I can't remember who said it a couple of days ago on the blog and it was before it started but, the
defining characteristic of Valencia was the bridge that's what they use to show and that was a part of the track.
Unlike some of the other circuits which the defining thing is a bit of the architecture near it.
Christine: Like China.
Me: Yes.
Alex Andronov: And I mean I think, Ollie's just said on the live comments tat new tracks are always gonna be
interesting, Bahrain was great the first time around, but I think versus that Valencia is a place that's only gonna get
more interesting each time. Because it's something that you get used to and each time there's gonna be stuff going
on things will change, because actually a lot of the architecture is a movable piece. Is a boat parked there this year or
not and stuff like this. Whereas unlike in other places that we go it's exactly the same as it was and it's getting old
and tired and boring. Maybe that's the difference. I don't know.
Me: You’ve sold me, there, actually.
Christine: Yeah and I guess it's on the calendar for seven years, I think, by then we might actually have learnt the
track, we might know the corners.
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Me: [laughs]
Alex Andronov: Well I think what is it? Seven years 23 corners. I am not the maths person around here but I'm sure
you can work it out. It's only a few corners a year that we need to learn and then we will be there.
[Sweeper]
Christine: The next bit in our show we always talk about Fantasy Racers but just wanted to start with a quick story
about what happened on Friday. Now I always do a reminder, well I try to, a reminder to tell people to update their
Fantasy Racers teams, otherwise everyone gets upset that they forgot and then end up with people they don't want.
So you have Alonso on your team...
Me: Yes.
Christine: … and on Friday you were thinking about giving him up.
Me: Well Felipe Leite said you don't want to use Alonso. It's a heavy braking circuit. Renault have serious problems
with their brakes. I went: “Good plan! Thank you”
Christine: But you weren't entirely sure who to replace him with.
Me: No
Christine: So you thought: “I just, you know, I think about it”. And then you took a nap.
Me: I was tired.
Christine: Yeah, and then I came home from work at six o'clock which is an hour after the deadline.
Me: After the cut‐off point.
Christine: And you woke up and said: “You're not supposed to be here, I haven't changed Alonso yet”
Me: Yes, I ruined it.
Christine: Thanks for that.
Me: You went to all that effort to remind me and I screwed up royally. So I ended up with Alonso and my God did I
suffer as a result. So it's my own fault. I was stupid.
Christine: I had Alonso too if that makes you feel any better.
Me: No.

Fantasy Racers
Christine: In fifth place we have GM Racing Ford team with 5534 points. In fourth place NG Racing with 5551 in third
place Fledglings with 5584. Dropping to second is Scuderia Bigotez 5616 and in first place JordanF1 with 5643.
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Me: Big up the JordanF1. I think.
Christine: Excellent a new leader.
Me: Finally knocking Scuderia Bigotez of the top spot. Very very impressive although we sort of fallen back into the
clutches of the Autosport team.
Christine: Aren't we about three points different now.
Me: Yeah I think it's a the closest it's ever ever been in the private leagues. So they are catching us up really really
quickly.
Christine: Here are a few stats for you: Falling the furthest was Team GPC. 16 places he dropped. And rising the most
was Coldwell Racing he rose 17 places.
Me: That's incredible.
Christine: Which is immense. The most points went to Super Ugly who got 568 and the least points was Force Dirka
with 122 and they had Alonso, Räikkönen and Heidfeld, which is a poor showing.
Me: Wow, we have to do a quick shout‐out actually. We have two more teams. Joined us this week which means we
now got almost the 150 team mark. Which is incredible.
Christine: Yes, how cool is that?
Me: So because it is so late in the season they are almost in a battle all between themselves.
Christine: They could still beat me but it's getting less likely.
Me: That's a tall order. How did they do between themselves?
Christine: Well R&R Racing pipped “Goes to eleven” this time around 537 to 420. R&R Racing had Massa, Webber,
Kubica and Glock, which is a pretty good team.
Me: That is a pretty good team for your début I think. Ten out of ten to those.
Christine: I am in 120th. I dropped a few places, so all is well.
Me: I've fallen behind Lou.
Christine: Yeah. You did rise up a few places but then you're still behind her.
Me: She rose more. That's not good. That's … well I'm slightly embarrassed by that.
Christine: But then I should be even more embarrassed because at one point Lou was behind me and now she is
ahead of you and I haven't gone anywhere.
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Me: You haven't gone anywhere at all. We're a bit of an embarrassment. We got to admit that. We're not doing …
Christine: We're an embarrassment to our own league.
Me: Yes, I mean all the teams if you look at the teams above us we're got “Must Beat Sidepodcast”, they are beating
us. “Latitudinal inertia” ‐ Nikki is beating me. Everybody, who is trying to beat us, is doing a good job. “Racing4Last”
beating us, we're just we're an embarrassment to our own podcast.

Feedback
Christine: You know we've been talking for awhile about TV coverage in various areas around the world.
Me: Mostly in Canada actually.
Christine: It has been so far, I think we had one about Ireland, didn't we? Today we have one about Australia.
Me: OK. And what is the TV like in Australia?
Christine: In the comments Neil said:” Just on the subject of TV coverage we in western Australia have the opposite
problem to your viewer in Canada; Our broadcaster, Ten, shows the race live on HD, and delayed until 11.30pm on
standard definition. But because Western Australia is 2 hours nearer GMT than others in Australia, we get everything
on 2 hour delay. Due to laws here, you can't get any satellite feeds with F1, live or otherwise, I often end up
watching live streams of Speed TV and have to listen to that guys who mispronounces 'Fernando Alondo' and the
drunken Englishman. Here's hoping that the change to BBC shakes things up a little here.
(http://sidepodcast.com/2008/08/18/episode‐73‐he‐only‐knew‐what‐it‐was‐like‐with‐a‐lawnmower/'comment‐
92885)
Me: Wow so depending on where you are in the country, depends on how close to live you can watch an event.
Christine: I guess so.
Me: That is quite peculiar.
Christine: That sounds quite poor.
Me: I guess it makes sense because the country is so big, that the timeline is thus that far across, erm wow!
Christine: We don't really understand that because we live on a tiny little island.
Me: It's not really wide at all, is it? That's astonishing, that's interesting to hear. Whom is that from Neal?
Christine: Neal yeah.
Me: That's really appreciated, if somebody else has any experiences what their Formula one viewings are like.
Christine: More countries please.
Me: Yes please let us know if you have it worse than Australia and Canada and worse than us.
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Christine: Or better. I keep saying ...
Me: Or better.
Christine: .. I want to know good stuff too.
Me: I don't. No not interested. If it is bad I just schtum.
Christine: I've had quite a few e‐mails this week. My first one is from Adam, it was quite long so I edited it a little bit.
Apparently we weren't very nice about Bruno Senna but I don't remember.
Me: I have criticised him a bit in the past because every time I watch a GP2 race, which isn't that often, or I did catch
some of the action this weekend, he is either in the pits or heading towards the pits or stopped and getting out of his
car,
Christine: Right.
Me: I don't know much about him. He is challenging for the championship but he is not in the lead of the
championship and the race I watched this weekend he ran out of fuel.
Christine: OK. So did a few people I think because the track is so long. Anyway, Adam has jumped to his defence, he
says: “First I have to admit to being a massive Ayrton Senna fan, Ayrton really was the greatest driver of his era to
watch and you always had a sense of watching someone great when he drove. In 2006 I was able to take my wife to
the Australian GP and as it turned out Bruno was imported over to fill in for one of our leading F3 teams. Bruno won
two of three races in a F3 car he had never sat in and he would have won all three had it not been for an over
ambitious move from one of the drivers. Bruno took it all in his stride and didn't get ruffled by it and to his credit
clean‐swept the rest of the weekend's racing after that.
Me: Yeah, fair enough. Well it looks like that Bruno is gonna make it into F1 in the very near future. Either as a test
driver or as a race driver for Torro Rosso. The test driver option looks to be more likely potentially for someone like
McLaren. Some rumours I've been reading. Or he can end up with Gerhard Berger in Torro Rosso. It's gonna happen
and he's gonna make his way up there. He's never gonna be able to live up to Ayrton's name and that's the problem.
Christine: I also had an e‐mail from Piotr at Maranello, he said: “I paid a visit to the Ferrari gallery, an exhibition of
both racing and road cars. You can find so many interesting cars like Ferrari F1‐2002, which is an ultra‐ successful car
which won 15 out of 17 races in 2002. The Ferrari F1‐90, which gave Alain Prost second place in 1990 or the Ferrari
2007 the winner last year in both driver and team championships. Because I had an empty photo‐camera battery
and very little time I didn't manage to take any more photos in Maranello but there is plenty to see: The Fiorano test
track, the F1 factory etc. I only visited this place because it was on my way to my next destination but it was still
great experience.
Me: We should do that at some point. We really must, because I met somebody the other day who spent some time
in the Mercedes factory in Germany where they have a bunch of McLaren cars and he said it is just an unbelievable
experience to walk around there, so that's on my list of places to visit. Maranello would be another great place to go.
We have to organise a road trip.
Christine: We need to do the great Sidepodcast factory tour.
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Me: That would be very good. Yes! We have promise I think Steven Roy that we're gonna go to Scotland to see the
Jim Clark museum at some point in the off‐season I think.
Christine: But that's not part of the factory tour, is it?
Me: No, but it is part of the road trip, we're gonna go on tour sometime I think, and also Eddie Irvine bar in Dublin.
So there is a lot of places we gotta go but Maranello is definitely high on the list and thank you Piotr for sending this
information in.
Christine: If you're watching the enhanced podcast, Piotr sent us some pictures of … there is some old Ferrari cars,
there is good shots of the engine and there is a great close‐up of the steering wheel, the F1 steering wheel which is
interesting. We will put them in the enhanced show and I will also put a link to the show notes. [link is broken]
Me: Right. Can we put them on drop.io? Would that be OK?
Christine: Probably
Me: Let's do that as well.
Christine: Do you remember Keith the Marshall?
Me: Yes, he is becoming so regular now he almost needs his own jingle.
Christine: Yeah that would be good. Get on that. He sent me another e‐mail and it says: “ Mr, Christine posed a
question after my last e‐mail. He said: “Isn't it unusual for a new marshal to be put on a notorious post?”
Me: It's a fair question,
Christine: The answer is and Keith said he “just got lucky on this occasion as it was not a big meet and as it was a lot
of going on on other tracks there was a short‐fall in marshals so mush so that there was just enough to let the racing
go ahead. There were only two marshals at each post but I'm not complaining because it made my day brill.” He
says: “I'm back to Brands for the DTM so I can boo Ralf also …
Me: Yes, Keith you are a man after my own heart there,
Christine: Yes, also Lewis will be there doing promotion stuff including doing demo laps in a McLaren so on my
second day marshalling I will be trackside as a F1 car goes thundering by. How cool is that?”
Me: Wow. That is amazing. Keith you have to tell us how that goes. Please take your camera .. can marshals take
cameras? I hope he can take a camera and get some pictures of that. I sound like he was lucky he turned up at the
Brands meet. Because obviously if the racing hadn't gone ahead because he wasn't there that would have been quite
bad. So thumbs up to Keith and thank you for keeping us informed. Just looking over my shoulder, Alex has pointed
out that earlier this year a Marshall in Canada sent us photographs that he took whiles marshalling at a F1 race so …
Christine: Yes that is true.
Me: That was true and thanks to Lou for checking that information out for us so it does look like marshals can take
cameras to a race meeting and hopefully Keith will get some nice snaps from the DTM meet.
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Christine: He also sent me another e‐mail and said just quickly: “Hi I forgot to mention that the DTM will be televised
so if you tune in you might see me. I'll be the one in orange.”
Me: [laughs]
Christine: That's really helpful.
Me: That's really good. Thanks.
Christine: My last e‐mail this week comes from Leah. She said “Hi Sidepodcast, just though I let you know what a
great podcast you produce. I came across a picture of Lewis Hamilton on the Internet last week and after bouncing
all over web somehow ended up subscribed to your show.”
Me: [laughs]
Christine: That's nice, isn't it? “I've never had an interest in any motorsports before but Sidepodcast has me F1
crazed, well that and the terrific pool of good‐looking drivers. Keep up the excellent work. Leah”
Me: Ah she is a woman after your own heart. In it for the drivers. Don't say you're not.
Christine: No comment.
Me: I like the idea of bouncing all over the web and ending up subscribed to a podcast.

Housekeeping
Me: Forgive me for promoting our own stuff on our own show. I know …
Christine: That's what we do.
Me: We have the jingle earlier on. I just don't wanna go over the top with the self‐promotion but you have been a
little bit busy this week with a spreadsheet, have you not?
Christine: I'm a bit late to the party but I've discovered google docs and now I'm making the most use out of them.
Me: Right, they've been around for a while. The idea is that is puts word and excel on the Internet so that everything
you write or everything you create can be shared easily.
Christine: Yes, you just click publish.
Me: And then the world can see you work. So what work have you created?
Christine: Well, I've been doing all sort of interesting charts and graphs and things and stats with things like drivers'
points and finishing positions and all kind of interesting stuff.
Me: And people can look at these, they can download them, they can copy them and do whatever they want. It is
basically wide open. And how would somebody go around doing that?
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Christine: At the moment they are on the 2008 season page. At the top they are linked.
Me: So that's on the left‐hand side of the homepage near the top – 2008 season and then you can click on to the
various charts and stuff that you've been working on.
Christine: And I've done a few of them. The Fantasy Racers spreadsheet, that I use to come up with all my fantastic
stats, that's there as well for you to see and just wanted to say if anybody wants any, can think of any interesting
numbers and figures and graphs they want to see...
Me: … you're open for requests.
Christine: Yes.
Me: Well that's good. Is the Fantasy Racers chart that tells me who the best driver is … is that one up there yet?
Because that's what I really like to see.
Christine: Yes. That is up there.
Me: I have to go look for that.
Christine: That is the first tab on the Fantasy Racers spreadsheet.
Me: I'm betting it is not Alonso.
[Sweeper]
Christine: That's it for this week. We're wrapping the show that covered the worst race of the season so far.
Me: The only bad race of the season.
Christine: Yeah we can't really complain.
Me: It's been a good run. And it had to end sometime.
Christine: But we're hoping for better stuff next time.
Me: Yes.
Christine: But before that we've got another show coming up next week.
Me: Yes.
Christine: With an interview.
Me: We've gonna have Mr. Scott Woodwiss on the line. He's gonna be giving us all his opinions on the season so far
and what he expects to happen at the end of the season and we're gonna ask him for his predictions and he's gonna
put his neck on the line and we're gonna hold him to it.
Transcript by Kathi
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